KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT RESOURCES

General Items of Interest:


International Center for Applied Studies in Information Technology [http://www.icasit.org/km/](http://www.icasit.org/km/)


Knowledge Explorer. Links to universities that maintain sites related to Knowledge Management. [http://www.kmresource.com/exp_university.htm](http://www.kmresource.com/exp_university.htm)


**Cases:**


Lumley, Ted. Understanding Complexity and Knowledge Requirements at Mobil Oil. Case study #1 http://www.goodshare.org/complex.htm


**Knowledge Sharing:**


**Social Psychology:**


**Knowledge Codification and Organization:**


**KM Theory:**


**Communication Theory and KM:**


**Library and KM:**


**KM Glossary:**

ICASIT's Intro to Knowledge Management Glossary (2003). Available at:[http://www.icasit.org/km/intro/glossary.htm](http://www.icasit.org/km/intro/glossary.htm)

**Organizational Learning and KM:**


**Individual Learning:**


**Learning Organizations:**


**Tacit Knowledge:**


**Team performance:**


Technology Tools:
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